Juvenile Fiction

Magic Puppy series by Sue Bentley J F BEN
Lucy by Randy Cecil J F CEC
Puppy Friends series by Jenny Dale J F DAL
Puppy Patrol series by Jenny Dale J F DAL
The Dog Days of Charlotte Hayes by Marlane Kennedy J F KEN
Puppy Place series by Ellen Miles J F MIL
Shadow by Michael Morpurgo J F MOR
Shiloh by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor J F NAY
Smells Like Dog by Suzanne Selfors J F SEL
The Scruffy Puppy by Holly Webb J F WEB

Juvenile Nonfiction

Puppy and Dogs books J 636.7
How to Draw Dogs by Laura Murawski J 743.6 MUR
A Dazzling Display of Dogs by Betsy Franco J 811.54 FRA
Good Dog: Poems by Maya Gottfried J 811.6 GOT
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Picture Books

Puppy Pool Party! by Seth Casteel J PB CAS
Dog Biscuit by Helen Cooper J PB COO
Smick by Doreen Cronin J PB CRO
Nellie Belle by Mem Fox J PB FOX
Dog vs. Cat by Chris Gall J PB GAL
Dog in Boots by Greg Gormley J PB GOR
Bad Dog, Marley! by John Grogan J PB GRO
Fetch by Jorey Hurley J PB HUR
Walter, the Farting Dog by William Kotzwinkle J PB KOT
First Dog by Patrick Lewis J PB LEW
Shoe Dog by Megan McDonald J PB MCD
One Two That’s My Shoe! by Alison Murray J PB MUR
Puddle Pug by Kim Norman J PB NOR
What Puppies do Best by Laura Numeroff J PB NUM
Daisy Gets Lost by Christopher Raschka J PB RAS
Goodnight, Good Dog by Mary Lyn Ray J PB RAY
Help Me, Mr. Mutt by Janet Stevens J PB STE
Enzo Races in the Rain by Garth Stein J PB STE
Dog Loves Books by Louise Yates J PB YAT
Lucy Rescued by Harriet Ziefert J PB ZIE

Juvenile Easy

Too Many Puppies by Mary Tillworth JE BAR
Clifford by Norman Bridwell JE BRI
Arthur’s Lost Puppy by Marc Brown JE BRO
Biscuit by Alyssa Capucilli JE CAP
Marley: Messy Dog by John Grogan JE GRO
Rocket by Tad Hills JE HIL
A Friend for Sam by Mary Labatt JE LAB
Olivia and the Pet Project by Lauren Forte JE OLI
The Digging-est Dog by Al Perkins JE PER
Big Dog and Little Dog by Dav Pilkey JE PIL
Curious George: the Dog Show by Monica Perez JE REY
Henry and Mudge by Cynthia Rylant JE RYL
Surprise Puppy by Judith Walker-Hodge JE WAL
I Can Help by Hans Wilhelm JE WIL
Digger and Daisy by Judy Young JE YOU